This Monthly in Safety:

- Delmarva Chapter Updates:
  - Several members of the Delmarva chapter had the great opportunity to attend the 2018 Professional Development Conference and Exposition held during the first week of June at San Antonio, Texas. This was the official launch for the newly re-branded American Society of Safety Professionals. ASSP. This massive event was the largest in the organization’s history with over 5000 safety professionals and hundreds of distinguished speakers and exhibitors. There were excellent keynote motivational speakers each day –
    - Monday - Polly LeBarre – A noted USA, author, consultant and industry advocate who spoke on “Creating Organizations that are FIT for the future”
    - Tuesday – Mike Walsh – A noted Australian and Global Futurist speaker/author/consultant – who spoke on his new book which is a roadmap for “future-proofing” your organization “A Dictionary of Dangerous Ideas”
    - Wednesday – Ryan Estis – a marketing executive focused on what the “best” companies do differently to reenergize and innovate. He closed the PDC session with an incredibly energizing motivational speech titled “Unleashing Your Inner Super Hero” – ending with everyone standing and congratulating themselves for a session well done!!!

- ASSE to ASSP Update:
  - Fellow Delmarva Chapter members, the time has come. We are now fully transitioned to ASSP (American Society of Safety Professionals) from ASSE (American Society of Safety Engineers) with a completely new logo for our chapter.
President’s Message:

The Delmarva ASSP Chapter may be a smaller chapter, but this year has been a year of recognition for the Chapter. Delmarva, under our able 2016 president Jerre Clauss, was recognized in June during the Safety 2018 Professional Development Conference (PDC) in San Antonio, TX as a Gold Level Chapter. The chapter received this award at our first PDC under our new organizational name, American Society of Safety Professionals (ASSP).

A tremendous ‘Atta boy’ to the executive team and our membership for reaching this milestone. The Chapter also conducted its first WebEx chapter meeting leveraging the expertise of our now Regional Safety Professional (SPY) of the Year in Daniel Ashworth. The chapter held subsequent meetings with increased success. We also will be awarding the Delmarva Chapter SPY to Ed Hobbs, of Maryland Fire & Rescue Institute (MFRI) at our September chapter meeting. The chapter will be conducting a feed mill safety tour of the Perdue Salisbury Feed Mill on 6906 Zion Church Road in Salisbury, MD at 1130. It is suggested you go to the South Gate parking lot and meet the group at the gate pedestrian turnstile for 11:30 AM. After the tour, a pizza luncheon will be provided in the Perdue Corp. Safety/Security office on Zion Church Road right next to the Feed Mill. Also, please bring your own hard hat if you have one along with hearing eye and foot PPE.

In closing, I wish to express my appreciation to each of you our chapter members along with our excellent Executive Committee for receiving Gold Chapter Recognition again! Have a fun filled and safe summer and we look forward to seeing and hearing many of you at our September meeting.

Joe Bedard
Chapter President
Delmarva Chapter ASSP

Job Openings:

UMES has a position for a Director of Public Safety open in Princess George, MD. For more information please visit: http://job-openings.monster.com/Director-of-Public-Safety-Princess-Anne-MD-US-University-Of-Maryland-Eastern-Shore/31/fcdb2c8a-1ee7-4d32-85a4-9d24ac5e7437

Tyson Foods Inc. has a position open for a Safety Supervisor in Pocomoke City, MD. For more information please visit: http://job-openings.monster.com/Supv-Safety-Pocomoke-City-MD-US-Tyson-Foods-Inc/31/9a2ade39-1b9b-4e43-a1bf-d408e8a72da3

Wise Mentoring Program:

The WISE Mentoring program successfully connects today’s most talented and experienced women mentors with rising and aspiring mentees. This pairing is designed to encourage and empower mentees to more effectively advance their careers through alignment with identified business objective, skill development, career option consideration, and network formation. All discussions are strictly confidential between the two parties. If you are an SH&E practitioner seeking to chart a successful career path or a seasoned pro eager to share experiences and insight, please visit the ASSE WISE website for more information at www.osha.gov and the National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) web site at www.nws.noaa.gov.